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Now would be a perfect time for the Canadian Federation of Students 
(CFS) to prove they are indeed a federation for students, and start talking 
to some of the schools in BC that are not CFS members and combine 
strategies to fight post-secondary tuition increases. 
Even though BC membership in the CFS has been dropping at a 
steady pace over the last five years, the fact that both non-member colleges 
and member colleges showed up at the CFS rally on Feb. 7 is proof that 
the CFS has the opportunity to gain back some respect. 
One of the reasons for lack of respect tow~rd the CFS is bad 
organization. 
A few days before the '95 student rally (also to fight cut-backs), the 
CFS set up shop inside the concourse at Douglas College. The only 
problem was they were uninvited. So they were quietly asked to leave. 
That's no way to run an effective student organization. The CFS was 
created in 1981 to help post-secondary students, not to hassle non-member 
colleges whenever they feel the time is right. 
The CFS would benefit greatly though if it · could woo back these 
non-member colleges with a focused, collective effort to stop the cuts. 
A combined effort with colleges who are active in the fight against 
the federal government, like the Earth to Ottawa ad campaign at Langara, 
would be much more effective with the help of a well organized national 
student group. 
People were eager to demonstrate their frustration with the federal 
government at the rally on Feb.?. And the bottom line is nobody cared 
who sponsored the rally, but because there was no clear leadership evident, 
the raliy lost steam soon after the march to the art gallery was over. 
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The CFS could impress colleges all across BC (members and non-
members), if they took this opportunity to keep the pressure on Ottawa by 
continuing the momentum triggered by the Earth to Ottawa campaign and 
the rally at the art gallery. 
The fight didn't end when the rally was over. It's really just beginning. 
If the CFS had this attitude they wouldn't be digging their own grave 
by letting schools drop out of the organisation one by one. Now papers 
must pay an average of $60 000 per semester to be a member. 
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That is simply too much money to ask for, especially now. 
Simon Fraser University recently called for a referendum to decide 
the fate of the CFS on that campus, much like Langara and Douglas did 
three years ago. And if the CFS loses SFU as a member, the organization 
is finished in BC. 
Employees 
It's too bad really, because students could sure use an organization 
like the CFS right now. 
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people: 
I don't think it's on a very 
incendiary topic, I'm just confused about 
semantics. 
Several people have tried to 
explain this to me, but. ... 
Okay, "Gay men" "Gays and 
Lesbians." Shouldn't one of these be 
redundant? To create a parallel, either 
it's saying "People and women" or 
"Gay" doesn't need "men" after it. Is 
there some logic behind this or is this 
just careless use of language? Careless 
use of language annoys me. I know I 
should save my emotions for Really 
Important Things like starving children 
and lipstick shades, but I like to write 
and it's hard to use words when they 
can't be firmly stuck to nice clear 
concepts. I'm incoherent enough to 
begin with, I don't need muddy 
terms to wade through. 
Let's get a style guide and 
see what it says: 
"Gay is acceptable to most, 
especially when referring to both 
sexes, but when a point is made of 
mentioning the sexes separately, the 
expression gays and lesbians is more 
common than gay men and 
women." Hmm. Homosexual 
people aren't still men and women? 
Do any homosexuals have a 
problem with this or have I been 
breathing in too much Political 
Correctness smog? I mean, for all I 
know most homosexuals feel that 
their sexual orientation 
overshadows their gender. Is this 
true? Is this a bad question; help me 
·out-1 really don't know what I'm 
talking about here? 
I was feeling a genuine need 
to figure this out, but then I came 
across "Lesbian bisexual" in the 
queer insert, and that was just a bit 
too much. 
I was talking to somebody 
in the newspaper office, and I feel 
kind of bad for taking his ideas and 
putting them here, but this is an 
anonymous letter, so what the heck . . 
He tried to explain to me 
that the whole situation is much 
bigger than I imagined. Apparently 
there all sorts of subcategories of 
subcategories, I forget how many 
terms there were for different kinds 
of dykes ("dyke" apparently has 
some formalish definition). Perhaps 
this is all sliding away from the 
meanings and into the realm of 
private language. 
Actually, I'm not going to 
explain his theory at all. 
I'm trying to decide whether I'm 
trying to stick some neat little label on 
people so I can tuck their category away 
in a tidy filing cabinet. I don't think so, 
I thoroughly hate neatly labelling people. 
What I think I'm trying to say 
here is that words may look kind ofbland 
and pedestrian, but they are powerful. 
When you stick them on yourself: think. 
Hard. 
Then explain what you mean. 
Because communication is a 
good thing. 
Yet another anonymous 
person (Is this a club? Am I 
eligible for certain discounts 
now?) 
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A day of protest, a day of success 
by many, many, many people 
TORONTO (CUP) - Despite 
small turnouts in some cities, and a 
violent outburst in Toronto, national 
student leaders are calling last 
Wednesday's day of action a success. 
The day of action was organized 
by the Canadian Federation of Students 
(CFS) to protest funding cuts to 
education, and to show governments that 
they can fight the deficit without 
destroying social programs. 
Montreal hosted the day's biggest 
rally with 10 000 students and 
community members marching from 
Concordia to the Universitee de Quebec 
a Montreal. 
Like many of the other protesters, 
Les Tager says federal cuts have had a 
direct impact on her ability to go to 
school. Rising tuition fees have forced 
her to postpone her education for a year. 
"This is a chance to do something, to 
validate our anger, and show people in 
power that we do not accept these cuts 
or this system," she said. 
Jam ella Jeeroburkhan, a student at 
CEGEP du Vieux-Montreal, wanted to 
send a message with the march. "I would 
like to tell Jean Chretien to g~t his 
priorities straight," said Jeeroburkha. 
"Education and social programs are the 
basis of this country, so he shouldn't give 
in to these neo-liberal reforms and the 
power of big business." 
The relationship between 
corporations and social programs was 
the big message at a Vancouver rally that 
drew 7000 protesters for a march 
between the downtown Public Library 
and the Vancouver Art Gallery. The 
eight-block long procession halted 
trafftc ?-nd drew attention from the 
surrounding high-rises that house 
Vancouver's business community. 
"Cutting social programs is not 
acceptable," said Michael Gardiner, 
Chair ofBC's CFS component. "We will 
make it very clear that there are 
alternatives which do not compromise 
the future of this country." 
Gardiner stressed that students' 
concerns are not being properly taken 
into account, and said the budget tabled 
by Federal Finance Minister Paul Martin 
"threatens the entire social welfare 
system of Canada." 
Simon Fraser University 
economist Marjorie Cohen slammed the 
government's unwillingness to heed the 
public's previous rejection of cutbacks 
to social programs. 
Arguing that the Liberal 
government policies were virtually 
indistinguishable from the Mulroney 
administration, Cohen said the Liberal 
government is "destroying the collective 
way in which Canadians have organized 
our society." 
Cohen also said she was disturbed 
by big business' calls for tax ceilings 
despite steady decreases in corporate 
taxes over the last ftfteen years. "It's 
particularly outrageous because they're 
laying-off people and claiming they 
can't pay for education and more taxes." 
Ed Lavalle, president of the 
College Institute Educators' Association, 
argued Canada wouldn't have a debt 
problem if corporations had continued 
to pay taxes at 1970s-levels. 
While student leaders pushed for 
changes to Canada's ftscal policy, the 
national media seemed more interested 
in a violent confrontation that broke out 
Strike Talk 
by Sam's Stand-in 
After months of miser.able 
weather, February 9 dawned bright and 
clear for the ftrst-and so far last--day 
of picketing by faculty at DC. 
The job action, in the form of 
rotating strikes, was the result of a 
breakdown in contract negotiations 
between the Faculty Unions and the Post 
Secondary Employers Association 
(PSEA). Eight educational institutions 
from around the province are involved 
in the negotiations. 
Talks broke down over matters of 
productivity. The PSEA views increased 
productivity as necessary in order to 
ensure accessibility to students. The 
Faculty Unions see higher productivity 
leading to lower quality education. 
After three weeks of silence both 
sides have surprisingly agreed to resume 
talks. But what caused the change? 
That change occurred ofMonday, 
February 12th, when the PSEA 
released a memo explaining the talks 
were resuming with the aid of a 
facilitator. The named facilitator is Jim 
Dorsey, who is reported to have 
extensive experience in contract 
settlement. 
When discussions resume, under 
the care of Mr. Dorsey, the main topics 
to be addressed will be about 
accessibility and productivity in light of 
the drastic federal funding cuts. 
So what does this mean for 
students? Well , as far as strikes are 
concerned, the Faculty Unions have 
agreed to suspend the rotating strikes. 
However, there are no guarantees 
of a strike free semester yet, but since 
both sides seem so relieved to be 
returning to the table it is safe to say the 
students can relax a little. 
during a protest at the Queen's Park 
Legislature in Toronto. 
"Student Vandals Hit Queen's 
Park," screamed the next day's front 
page headline of the Toronto Sun, 
referring to a confrontation between 
police and protesters that ended up with 
two injured police officers, and four 
arrests. 
Protesters caused $20 000 worth 
of damage when they stormed the 
legislature, breaking several windows 
and busting through two sets of doors. 
Once inside the legislature building, 
protesters held a 30-minute sit-in, 
chanting anti-government slogans. 
Although the storming was 
unplanned, those inside the building said 
the action was necessary in order to 
make their point to the government. 
"They are trying to lock us out of 
education. they are trying to lock us out 
of Queen's Park. This is a symbolic 
gesture," said York University student 
Shaun Sanderson. 
"I think it just shows that students 
are angry and they are going to [get 
angrier]," said Terry Buckland, a student 
councilor at the University of Toronto. 
"The thing is Harris and his cronies 
don't understand that." And he says 
while some people may dismiss the 
protesters as trouble-makers, others will 
not. "A lot [of people] realize that these 
are their daughters and sons, and a lot 
[of people] don't think their children are 
hooligans," said Buckland. 
Four protester have been charged 
with various crimes including 
intimidating a provincial legislature, a 
seldom-used law that carries up to 14 
years imprisonment. The law has been 
on the books since 1892, but has never 
been used against demonstrators. 
Although protests in Toronto, 
Montreal and Vancouver drew big 
crowds, demonstrations in some of 
Canada's smaller cities were not as 
successful. 
A planned march in St. John's was 
postponed because of a blizzard. Despite 
the weather, 15 students staged a six-
hour sit-in in Brian Toban's offtce, 
demanding answers from the man most 
people think will be the next premier of 
Newfoundland. Toban met with six of 
the protesters to answer their questions. 
In Regina, 80 people protested 
outside a branch of the Royal Bank-a 
surprising small turnout from a city that 
held one of the most successful 
demonstrations in the country last year. 
The CFS estimates that nationwide 
between 30 000 and 40 000 students took 
part in the day of action. 
Douglas College faculty walk the line during a one-day walkout February 9. Talks have resumed, so the strike is on Eric Milner photo 
hold .. for now. 
Mid-term blues? Come write news. 
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Phallic Angel 
By Boyd Pearson 
I walked into the Douglas College 
Bookstore this week, looking to pick up 
a yellow highlighter. I 
have a drawer full of 
highlighters, but none 
of them are yellow. I 
find that the colour 
yellow is the best for 
highlighting text, not 
like pink or red, 
which tends to be too 
colourful and blurs 
the page. When I 
went to the cashier to 
purchase the 
highlighter, I noticed 
a stack of bookmarks 
sitting on the counter.· 
I thought, "Gee, a free 
bookmark. I need a 
bookmark. Perfect." 
So I took a bookmark 
When I got 
home, I casually 
looked at the 
bookmark. There was 
a blue, surreal angel 
on it, and it was an 
advertisement for a 
CD featuring a 
collection of 
Canadian musical 
artists and poets, 
called Lit From Within . It proudly 
boasted "All Proceeds from the sale of 
this CD compilation will be donated to 
Canadian Rape Crisis 
Centres." I thought gee, 
that's a great cause, and 
made a mental note to look 
for the CD the next time I 
was in a music store. It was 
then that I turned the 
bookmark upside down to 
study the surreal angel more 
closely. I saw something 
shocking. 
When looked at 
upside down, the angel 
resembled a phallus entering 
a vagina from behind. Yikes. 
I thought maybe it was a 
subjective thought springing 
from my mind; maybe the 
angel was like a Salvador 
Dali painting, in which 
everyone sees something 
different. Or maybe it was 
just a bizarre unintentional 
accident. Deliberate or not, it 
certainly made an 
impression on me. I must 
give Nettwerk Records 
kudos for having the guts to 
print this, and even our 
humble little bookstore for 
distrubuting it (even if it is 
unknowingly). 
Rape Crisis Helpline: 604-872-8212 
-~{- . 
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Racism? Sexism? Not in Canada 
Wake up, where ever you are 
by Dia Richardson 
CUP Western Regional LGBQ Special 
Issue Coordinator 
There has been much talk around the 
OP office lately, about censorship and 
reverse censorship-being told what to 
write. As members of the Canadian 
University Press (CUP), we (the OP) are 
encouraged to publish issues for 
marginalized groups such as a Colored 
issue, a Queer/Sexuality issue and a 
Women's issue. Some members of the OP 
do not feel that anyone should tell us what 
to write about. This not a new debate. This 
same argument is brought up at almost 
every CUP paper, almost every year. 
Although it is usually the white 
heterosexual men that complain the 
loudest, the complaints are not limited to 
just them. 
Although I don't think I've ever 
heard a queer complain about the Queer 
issue, I have heard women complain about 
the Women's issue. Generally, these are the 
same women who do not believe that 
women should be classified as a 
marginalized group or that they are victims 
of sexism. 
There is even one woman in our 
office who actually believes there is no 
such thing as sexism, that it is all just an 
intricate, devious and manipulative master 
plan to control men. This woman also 
believes that if we have a Women's issue, 
we should also have a Men's issue. She 
also states that she doesn't like to be 
dictated to about what she should write as 
she has nothing against battling prejudices. 
Wow, how magnanimous of her. 
It must be nice to go through life 
blissfully ignoring the real world about us. 
Let us just burrow into our secular little 
college life, in our liberal country where 
there are no racial or religious wars and 
there are laws to protect women, people 
of colour and homosexuals against 
prejudices. Everything is peachy keen in 
our corner of the world, so why worry 
about the rest? Isn't it better to worry about 
the fact that transfer payments are being 
cut and tuition's are going up, than to worry 
about the woman who is sold into marriage: 
on the other side of the world? 
These arguments have validity. Why 
shouldn't we worry about ourselves and 
our country first. But are we always aware 
of what goes on around us if someone 
doesn't make a special issue of it? 
I'm as good at putting blinders on 
as anyone else. As Canadians we have it 
fairly good and we tend to adopt the 
superior attitude that all others should 
embrace and love our culture. Shouldn't 
new immigrants come to our country and 
leave their religious and cultural problems 
behind. After all they wouldn't be coming 
to Canada if they didn't want a change, 
would they? 
I even used to believe a lot of the 
crap I just wrote. Then I got to know this 
nice East Indian-Canadian woman at work. 
She's a couple of years younger than me 
and lives with her family. One day she told 
me that she couldn't come out with the rest 
of us as she had no money. I asked her what 
she did with her money, as we made a 
decent wage. That was when she told me 
that she gives her folks her paycheque, half 
of the time she doesn ' t even open it, and 
she doesn ' t even have her own bank 
account. Besides she's not allowed to go 
out with people her parents don't know. 
This woman is in her early twenties. A 
couple of months ago she announced she 
was engaged. Surprised, I asked her when 
this had happened. She responded, "Last 
Wednesday." I asked, "how long have you 
known him?" She responded, " since last 
Wednesday." 
I don ' t understand why a perfectly 
intelligent woman, raised in Canada, would 
allow herself to be married to a stranger. 
I don' t understand why a perfectly 
intelligent (but sheltered) woman, raised 
in Canada, could believe that sexism does 
not exist. 
What I do understand is why CUP 
promotes special issues for marginalized 
groups. I may never be able to fully 
understand why different people think and 
act the way they do, but I will be aware of 
the differences after I have read one of 
these issues. 
And so what if that issue doesn't 
agree with your personal time line for 
battling oppression. Sorry to intrude on 
your little, white, middle class, 
heterosexual world with real life. 
Corene attempts to explain what she meant 
by Corene McKay 
Aurgh. I was being sarcastic at the 
beginning of my article. I will henceforth 
desist from any feeble attempts at humour 
when I am trying to make sense. 
Please understand: 
• beUeve that women are a 
marginalized group. 
•I beUeve that women are 
victims of sexism. 
•I beUeve this thoroughly, 
utterly, with all my mind, 
heart and soul. 
•This is not sarcasm, I really 
mean this. 
Do I have to give examples to prove 
that I realize that sexism against women 
exists? 
When my mother kicked my father 
out because of, let's say, his unacceptable 
behaviour, we didn't actually have any 
money to live on, because my mother had 
of course quit her job and her education 
when she got married. 
Making things more 
equal, or_How manv 
kinds ol Wlmminil 
Once again, dear women, society is 
plotting against us! It is unfair, unfair I say! 
All throughout history there has been 
inequality, oppression and other bad things 
levied against us! And now, the Other Press 
has placed the straw that broke the camel's 
back (speaking of which, camel's backs 
have been broken throughout the centuries, 
end the oppression! But I digress ... ), the 
Other Press has dared to mock us by 
devoting an entire issue to our lives. Oh 
the inequality, how dare they favor one sex 
over the other? 
The Canadian University Press 
(CUP for those have trouble abbreviating) 
has begun to control our lives. Yes, some 
have called me alarmist, some extremist, 
and some just plain silly, but it's true, dear 
sisters. Three times a year the Other Press 
is required to devote special issues to such 
A rather confused young man at this 
college wrote an earnest essay explaining 
that all of the world's assorted evils and 
problems could be solved if parents prevent 
their daughters from having premarital 
intercourse. 
Would the fact that the cuts to 
transfer payments are an example of a 
mainly white, mainly male government 
cutting back the availability of opportunity 
for marginalized groups be too Canadian 
for you? 
I could go on . ... 
I just feel that all people are defined 
by society, that we all have defining labels 
stuck on us. For example, we are defined 
by our sex roles. 
Women suffer because they are 
women, but men do suffer because they 
are men, as well . Funny how the Serbs 
shipped most of the women and children 
to refugee camps (all right, the ones they 
didn ' t rape) but the men mysteriously 
disappeared. 
Funny how millions of men got to 
die in the World Wars. Okay, you can argue 
that it was men who decided that it was 
men who were to do the dying, but each 
individual man did not have much control 
over his destiny. He could say no and be 
ostracized, or he could go to the hell that 
was Europe. 
I was assuming that white 
heterosexual men do have emotional lives. 
I could be wrong; I am not one; I don't 
really know. I was asking out of sheer 
curiosity. 
However, men are not as a rule 
marginalized and I wouldn't say that they 
have a burden of prejudice to fight against, 
as women do. I was trying to say that there 
are more reasons to write about oneself 
than just to battle prejudice. At least I 
naively thought that there are, this idea has 
received many blank looks. 
I'm not blind, I don't consider 
myself completely stupid, and I'm only 
half deaf. I NOTICED that sexism against 
women exists. 
It makes me furious . The kind of 
::~·: ::=::~~t:·:-: .;.::: 
(contT~q•41~ m page twq) 
causes as racism, visible minorities like the 
homosexual community, and (writing this 
makes me seethe with anger at the injustice 
of it all) women. Yes, a whole issue devoted 
to women, because the CUP says so. It's 
clear from all this that our lives are 
controlled by the press, and that by forcing 
the Other Press to publish a special issue 
Women will be singled out as an out group, 
or something out of the ordinary. I have 
found a way to defeat them, a way in which 
even the cleverest of them won't be able 
to defeat. I' II change the name of our 
gender to Womyn! They'll never draw the 
connection, we'll be safe. The Other Press 
will look like fools printing about a group 
of oppressed people that no longer exist, 
namely women. But wait, what if they see 
this most secret of letters? I'll change it 
again, and I'll make it even more difficult 
to understand (hint womyn no longer exist, 
their new name is hidden somewhere in 
this article near the top, in bold). 
Besides all this, I don't get it. Let 
me explain and I'll try to make this 
sentence go on as long as possible without 
punctuation, it'll just run on and on and 
not even make sense .... Why is it that we 
look into our souls and try to learn about 
our selves and why we do things in 
relation to why other people do things, 
whether for ill or for good we are who we 
are and why can't we accept that and damn 
to hell (or what punishment your 
respective religions dole out) those who 
don't understand or accept us for what we 
are? The general reaction from men 
around the office when I say that is "can 
you talk so long because you breathe in 
and out while taking?" 
The safe manner to proceed in this 
issue is to make everything equal by not 
giving anything to anyone. But if wimmin 
(oops I said the secret word) did have an 
issue what would they talk about? 
Lopsided breasts? 
The Other Press now reserves the 
right not to print anything. 
Naturally. 
Dorene McFay 
undirected, boiling, irrational fury that 
causes ulcers. It closes me and spreads me 
out flat. It turns me into a gibbering mess 
flailing around screaming that I am not an 
object I am not an object I am not an object 
and I am certainly not fucking decoration. 
And none of us are objects yet all of us 
are. It folds me into hypocritical 
convolutions until I am paralyzed, lost in 
the funhouse. Weary and bleeding and not 
recognizing myself at all anymore. I never 
said don't fight back. There is going to be 
a women's issue. This is good. There is 
more to the world, though. I want the whole 
world crystallized, split open, delicately 
eviscerated in words words words captured 
in time and space in whispering shouting 
confiding typefaces splattered across 
everywhere. Saying this happened, this is 
real, this is us. 
Breathe. (Hi Dorene). 
My point, which I probably forgot 
to mention, is that this paper is your voice. 
If you want to write about prejudice of any 
kind (or anything else), there are issues of 
this paper all year long. Don't wait for a 
"special" issue, nothing is stopping you 
from saying it now. We print most things. 
Prove that you're alive. 
Who are you? Do you feel alone in 
this school? Surprise, so do a lot of people. 
This is a forum for you to communicate 
anything you want. It is communication in 
a concrete form that can be pondered over 
and responded to. Not seeing anything 
worth pondering over and responding to? 
Somebody is waiting for you to write it. 
Prove that you give a damn. 
Be able to tell your children that you 
tried. 
It just feels a bit like homework, in 
a way, having a special issue. This is the 
topic, this is the deadline, if you care about 
it, then hand something in. I live in this 
dreamworld where if people care about 
things they should be beating down the 
doors screaming to be heard. It doesn't 
happen: that's why I was screaming at 
them. Us . Maybe I was screaming at 
myself more than anybody. 
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Be Careful of •tllV . f.&Rrl 
Tricy Chapman~ .tn>m bet album, $;WSSIQaai 
<You ana yoursweet smile 
.You atuf al.fyour tantafrzing ways 
t}"ou 4114J()ur{4mt:y tips 
t}"ou and atrhPeettfiW(Is tli¢ t(w,y say 
'You. anayqurWi/ifwdd'ways 
One (fay youp,st upattt!Wfl~d'a1iiay 
<You lift me /'ttdjit!Q 
<But Itanf~rlfi'r'eyoufor tliat 1WW 
1."'ou tauqfu 11te sqmetfu"ng 
Sometliing tl>D{my (ffew team " 
:Wnen joutfovt. d{(you.rst{f¢Wa.y 
Just. telttliem to 6e carefoC ofyour heart 
(}Je carefoC pt~ lie4ff~ ·~ .. 
'Be can:fohfl~Ui:r(udlt cfmitJ~ 
iBe carefo(f>jtms liearij liea# 
It just m{IJM.~aM$ttt({ some splinters flying 
<ae c4tefofofm, fteatt1 lieatt 
f (8e carejuf 
. 1."'ouyouyou 
f : .ffau you you 
'lQU)lt'ti •YWf·· "' 
[ q'ro~m) #e . ~\ 
§ <J:lim.telttyif# 'too~it a« 
rtouyouyou 
10uyou.you 
'}'Ou you you 
ll'oo{my fiwe 
)ltufmrwyqu1re gona 
. ·.<:'. 
<But tm not Gte4Rfitq:a~ 
An4.I'm nbtfo{tw1Lapart 
Ijust fost a tlttfe.foitfi. 
Wlien you 6ro~mJ lieart 
qwen a cliance 
r mitJFzt try it aaa.m 
(Jlut 1 wpu(t{n't ilsk,.itafttni.s time 
I!{$~ ·:~) -:~~ l::· :~\, ... · 
~ httft kttiefotmyseff •• 
l ~.&ftrtmynean ·tE· 1t1.8tu£ 
jt fiJtfe lbvtftifrrzyu{f 
Or¢ aay !just mig/it row tiQain 
~} On# ifaysomesweet .stni4 mJoBt tum my fieatf 
One day .Jfost ntftJiitgitJt d{(ltt.ySt{f away 
Onea9 
Oneaay 
.. 
. ~N •• , 
~ · +1 mv aliiJCIIot.r 
was1i01 ~ 
.;(IJIIJJOOnli eltbt!(Jh 
Ikavel411en 
sftflrl ofseverlng 
mvtlt11tt ear 
I hover 
In S'eattle 
on abakonr! 
vtewtng the SPtf'f neet112 
,, as her Image diSS«is 
me 
wlien I am 
past the comfort of Dvlan 
114111 
return to her 
Image 
and®JtcaielrJ 
slit 
, ih1911gh 
" 'h¢ Jllil$/li/ 
World of Darkness 
Darkness is what covers my life, 
Like a blanket covering my eyes. 
I am part of it, 
As it is part of me. 
It is my world, 
My world of darkness. 
As the Phoenix, 
I rise from the ashe 
Reborn. 
Bttt no matter how 
There ar~ n.o srutao1ws. 
In tMs w()tld. 
Is balance¢~ 
So m\($t'by min~~ 
So I must waif~ 
L()tigei\ 
, Eot .my,light,ro ... 
Bu:t ttntil then, 
lm:ust remainr 
Heret 
. ~--
:;+·: 
In.my world of dar~ne~s~ 
February 20, 1996 
/ ' ~~ 
hrl\ess 
Bottk 'R.,ocke,t, Stowa.w~, S~t£a.. .. de:m~nt£a.? Syit dour a.rdstk 
soul to multfptes. 
Vancouver Opera in New West 
Noon at New West 
by Andrew Carroll 
On Thursday, February 8, the 
Vancouver Opera came to Noon at New 
West to perform highlights from 
Georges Bizet's best known opera 
Cannen. Whenfll'Stperformedin 1875, 
in Paris, it caused quite a controversy. 
It was described as "an inferno of 
destruction" and an "incarnation of 
vice." Paradoxically it was also 
described as ''what truth." The melodies 
of Cannen are the most recognized and 
famous of any opera and the libretto was 
the best ever written. 
The story of Carmen takes place 
in 1820 Seville and includes such 
dramatic characters as Don Jose, a 
corporal and Escamillo, a famous 
bullfighter. Carmen's character is dark, 
mysterious and fateful. It is a tragic Jove 
story. 
Vancouver Opera's presentation 
was very informative but unfortunately 
only three arias were sung. However, 
they were sung beautifully and no 
recording can ever compare with a live 
performance of an aria. Opera was 
meant to be presented live. Celeste 
Riendeau, the soprano who sung the 
arias, sung them in a manner Georges 
Bizet would have been proud of: 
dramatic. Bizet's opera was one of the 
first operas that used drama to a great 
extent. Celeste sung Habanera with fire 
and seduction, putting truth into the first 
critic's words: an "incarnation of vice." 
The music of Cannen is colourful, 
entertaining and theatrical. Bizet's 
music was often influenced by Wagner, 
does not stop between arias or 
recitatives. There are no small parts in 
Carmen, every single character has a 
part that is interesting and somewhat 
challenging. 
The few arias sung were enough 
for anyone to be sold on Carmen. The 
next Noon at New West will be February 
29, with Richard Troeger performing on 
the harpsichord. 
Amelia Douglas Gallery 
Andrew 
~ was the, Last time. c!Jou went uy to the, fourth foor? {;o and 
a. aa.nder a.t some. yrovoca.t£ve £maee1(1, £ntent&.m a.nd £nsy£ra.t&.m. 
Teeny, tiny 
You're 
Volpnteets III'~ needed 
m lliVatlety ~f~~rea:~. inclucling;.A\)~pl:talifjij;§9tind. & light tecbs, c(')qlputers, 
security, transp'orta:~jon, 
send your applicati~ij to: 
::. · .. ·,wr 
·:~ 
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l<eafo Saffows 
Wednesday, February 7 was a 
day of protest across the country as 
Canadian students took to the 
streets in the thousands, marching 
and demonstrating against 
proposed cuts of seven billion 
dollars to education over the next 
two years. 
Douglas College and most 
other Lower Mainland post-
secondary institutions were 
represented by their respective 
students societies, many students 
and a few instructors. The DCSS 
contingent left the campus at 12:30 
pm in rented buses bound for the 
main branch of the Vancouver 
Public Library, from where the 
march would begin. 
Though the buses were 
open to everyone, inadvertent 
interference from the rotating 
teachers' strike created some 
confusion. As a result the buses 
were only about half full and 
many DC students ended up 
going on their own, and the size 
of the DC group was impossible 
to estimate. 
On the first bus, the 
students received instructions 
on chant lyrics from Jessica 
Stanley, a third-year DC 
student. 
"During the march we're 
going to be doing little chants, 
and what one of them is, is 'they 
say cutback, we say fight 
1996 
WER 
back ... ,'" 
she said 
through a 
megaphone. 
When asked 
about what 
she expected 
from the rally, 
she said, 
expect it to be 
quite a bit larger 
than last 
year ... ! 
expect it to be 
loud, and I 
expect it to be 
portrayed a bit 
more accurately by 
the media." 
Wayne Devitte, 
another passenger, 
explained: "There were 
only a few 1 0-second 
clips about the 
protest.. .. They didn't 
say what it was about or 
anything." 
A crowd formed 
early at the comer of . 
Homer and Robson, the 
northwest comer of the 
library grounds. 
850 ... no, 
nameless 
there are 1 
DCSS 
... 
THERE. • • 
think it's great to see students 
motivated and out here, and I 
really hope it makes a 
difference." 
The energy level of 
the crowd palpably rose as 
a group of 10 First 
Nations drummers 
formed a circle in the 
middle of the throng 
and began wailing a 
stirring Plains Cree 
song. People 
enthusiastically 
joined in, 
drowning out 
the voices of 
loudspeaker-
wielding 
organizers. 
Though 
the group 
was still 
waiting for 
several more buses the 
crowd slowly surged forward 
towards Hamilton Street and by 
1:50 they were on their way to 
the Art Gallery, via Dunsmuir. 
Along the way traffic was tied 
up for several minutes, car 
horns honked and one 
bystander was heard to heckle, 
"Go back to school, assholes." 
("We are in school, man," came 
the reply.) 
There was not much 
resistance, nor anger. The local 
police were even chipper, 
though they were videotaping 
the proceeding and taking a 
few pictures of the 
activity. Later, Michael 
Gardiner, the Canadian 
Federation of 
Students 
chairperson and 
rally emcee, 
would thank the 
police publicly 
for their 
cooperation, 
pointing 
out the 
stark 
relations 
that day in 
Ontario.The 
Vancouver students gave all 
their counterparts, especially 
those in Toronto, a round of 
applause 
The rally began 45 minutes 
early at 2:15. Demonstrators 
chanted, shouted and listened 
from the gallery staircase, 
sidewalk and lawn, everywhere 
but the dry fountain bed. They 
cheered when the first estimates 
of the crowd size began to roll 
in: 6500 to 7000 according to 
theCBC. 
Speakers, led by Gardiner, 
spoke from underneath banners 
listing proud corporate 
Gallery: 
sponsors of the 
Vancouver 
Art 
the Financial 
Post (Canada'& 
Business Paper), Canfor, 
MacMillan Bloedel, the Royal 
Bank, et al. Ironically, these 
were the same institutions that 
were being criticized by many 
of the speakers that day for 
vying for billions of dollars in 
deferred taxes, an amount of money 
that, if collected, would be more than 
enough to prevent the cuts. 
The speakers were many and 
varied. There were protest singers, 
native leaders, an SFU professor, the 
President of the College Institute 
Educators' Association, the President 
of the BC Federation of Labour, 
a representative from the 
District Labour 
Council and 
Be. Gardiner 
read a letter of 
support from the 
National Students 
Union of France. 
The students all 
listened attentively, but in the 
windows of surrounding bank 
buildings and expensive hotels, the 
only ones who seemed to be paying 
any attention were hotel maids, 
gargoyles and the stone nurses of the 
new medical dental building across 
the street. The demonstration broke 
up without incident at 3:30pm. 
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Self 
Subliminal Plastic 
Motives 
BM G/Zoo/Spongeba th 
Matt Mahaffey is a musical 
Renaissance man in the tradition of 
Prince, Lenny Kravitz and Trent Reznor. 
Like these artists, Mahaffey writes all 
his own music and lyrics, produces and 
plays most of the instruments on Self's 
debut, Subliminal Plastic Motives. Just 
as these other do-it-yourself artists have 
littl e in common with each other, 
Mahaff\!41 's got his own thing going. 
St ill , th e re are so many audible 
influences on SubliminaL 
that the temptation to 
pull comparisons into 
th is review is 
unbearable. 
How to compare, 
how to compare? No 
sooner do I get th~ diac 
pinned down on the 
reviewing table to dissect it 
than it slips free from its 
restraints and.._evades all 
attempts to place it 
somewhere along the [lop/rock 
continuum. Mahaffey sure isn't 
making my job any easier, but 
here goes. 
Pop harmonies, jazzy 7th 
chords, synthetic sample textures 
and sequenced keyboard lines, 
hyperdistorted fuzztone guitar .... It's 
as if Mahaffey is afflicted with 
Multiple Personality Disorder, but the 
sum of his musical personalities is far 
better than any of them taken alone. Take 
Trent Reznor, strip away the post-
apocalyptic angst and black-on-black 
Brie Matthews 
It's heavy in here 
SubPop 
Catchy, in kind of a Beatles-meet-
BeeGees-and-get-together-to-jam-with-
the-Pet-Shop-Boys sort of way, this 
album is notable if only for the fact that 
it marks SubPop's first foray from the 
underground/alternative/grunge sound 
that they frrst brought to the world. 
If you were to believe the album 
jacket epithets, you would come away 
with the opinion that Eric Matthews is 
some sort of wunderkind; a magical 
musician doing what has never been 
done before. 
Yeah, whatever. This album is 
intelligent pop-music. Nothing more, 
nothing less. Some great orchestrations 
(including trumpet, flute, oboe, violin 
and cello) but the Beatles did it better. 
And they were interesting. Matthews 
comes across as some prep-school 
escapee who never quite escaped. 
Still, some of the tunes grow on 
you, especially the opening 'fanfare.' If 
only he would stop singing in that 
breathy, "ain ' t I so passionate" voice. It 
wears a little thin after the first half-
dozen songs or so, and the album goes 
on for another eight tracks after that. 
Maybe Matthews should stick to 
EP's and singles for a while. You know, 
tasty in small doses, but too much of a 
thing can make you sick. 
by Trent 
aesthetic, throw on a fresh coat of worthcheckingout.Givenhalfachance, 
Beatles harmonies by way of Kings X Subliminal... could go the distance-it's 
and Jellyfish, stir it up with a good dose got commercial success written all over 
of post-punk guitar heavy O!l thc:._,it,J<:a,~,:5~e~y.Buy, borrow or steal. 
distortion, injectwith a.feW funk& ::;;>•''=·""'-'w« by''K~VinSaliOWS 
hiphop grooves and you've got Self. '""" ·· 
Now, all comparisons Mide,Ietme 
say again: Mahaffey's got his own 
~~g!i!~~Y:in:g~. An;d~';it~'s~_,,_ .... ...., 
Sef[llentia 
Dante and the 
Troubadours 
BMG 
Sequentia-purveyors and 
popularizers of early music-have 
released one of their best efforts to date 
with Dante and the Troubadours. 
Dante is a bit of a departure from 
their last effort, which dwelled on the 
spiritual music of Hildegaard von 
Bingen. This collection of secular love 
songs packs along with it a great deal of 
interest, both musical, historical and 
literary. 
The musical selections for this 
ceedee were picked by one of the most 
formidable and formative writers of all 
time, Dante Alighiere. Although best 
remembered for The Divine Comedy, 
Dante also wrote a book entitled Of 
Eloquence in the Vernacular; a book 
written in Latin but praising the poets 
who wrote in the language of the 
populus. The seven troubadour poets 
presented on this recording were held up 
by Dante as "embodiments of excellence 
in vernacular eloquence." 
However, most of the listeners to 
this ceedee will not have the poetic 
background or understanding of twelfth-
century Italian to get much out of the 
poems. Fortunately, Sequentia does an 
amazing job of capturing the ancient 
melodies and bringing them to life for 
the modem listener. 
One can debate the authenticity of 
their interpretation. Music from the 
Middle Ages resembles jazz more than 
it does classical. Medieval music was not 
transcribed note for note, but was based 
on variations upon certain melodic 
themes and rhythmical structures. No 
matter how thoroughly the members of 
Sequentia have researched medieval 
music, they cannot be certian that what 
they play is the same as what the middle 
age troubadour would have. 
But then, that's not the point. Like 
jazz, medieval music is based around 
interpretation and innovation, not cold, 
calculated percision. Sequentia makes an 
educated guess as to how these pieces 
should be played, a guess born on almost 
twenty years of experience, but still a 
guess. If the troubadour poets were 
around today to hear this album, I'm sure 
they would agree this is a fine 
interpretation of their music. 
But then, that's just a guess. 
by Trent 
Self 
Subliminal Plastic 
Motives 
Zoo 
Almost as soon as it hit MTV, 
bands all over the world distanced 
themselves from the term "grunge." 
Even those who coined the term fled the 
pestilent breath produced by its 
jltt<:rartce. "Grunge" became "g---e", 
of six-letter words. North 
iNo·ri''"""'r<>aP bands changed their 
r«~U$0£ lb«:awte t~i!le:ou:sly uncool. 
. SclfpoundS Lot like a garage 
l>attd. 'fhey probably .stopped playing 
:&irv~cQVe1$thre~yeaf$ago and went 
· $0tnething a. little more ~op and a 
titt-IP> ""~ f\mky. :aow~ver. had a 
'~'"''" '"''""'t ., .. _.,,.nrl ~l;~,,. common 
first, but then 
subtle originality. 
·finds common ground 
.. JX:tW1een two genres that never seemed 
to have common ground before grunge 
and pop. Throw in a few samples, some 
hip-hop beats and some Beck. The 
songs are catchy as hell. I challenge 
you to pick up the CD, play it twice 
and_ not have the songs running 
endlessly through your head. You will 
fail miserably. 
by Samuel Laplme-Remis 
the silencers 
soBBit 
BMG 
Reading the lyrics for so 
BE it made me laugh: "I believe 
in humans and aliens, Ken and Barbie 
dolls, I believe in Jesus and Buddha and 
Niagara Falls." The song, I believe in 
you, ends so quaintly with," I beUeve, I 
believe, in you, you, you." 
Are these the kind of lyrics you 
want to listen to on a brand new album? 
Is this a fair representation of the strain 
of music that is emerging as the 90's 
style? Mind you, I took the worst lyrics 
for the example (though the rest aren't 
much better either) to stop the band from 
ever reaching your ears. 
There is nothing grabbing, nothing 
'wow' about the silencers, nor about so 
BE it. 
There is nothing wrong with 
copying the style of another band, 
mixing it with one's own, and producing 
an awesome new sound .. .it just didn't 
happen on this album. Sorry guys, but 
the U2 genetics don't propogate safely 
anymore as a new breed. 
I guess the title says it all: so be 
it. There's nothing we can do about it 
now, the album is already out. 
by Rachel Young 
February 20, 1996 
Revenge of the Surf 
Instrumentals 
MCA 
Thanks in part to the movie Pulp 
Fiction, which opens with Dick Dale's 
shredding guitar, there is a current 
revival in surf music. Not The Beach 
Boys' type of surf music, with 
harmonized vocals and sugar-pop lyrics, 
but surf instrumentals, with muffied 
guitars reverberating over cascading 
percussion. All over North America, 
college and self-proclaimed alternative 
radio stations have put surf music on 
heavy rotation. 
During the early '60s in southern 
California, young boys began to form 
bands with school chums and surfing 
buddies. They were accomplished 
musicians and influenced by jazz, rock 
and, of course, surfing. 
Revenge of the Surf Instrumentals 
is a compilation CD, which features the 
surf instrumental legends of the eary 
'60s. The CD opens with the famous 
'Wipe Out,' by the Surfaris, and also 
features 'Pipeline' by the Chantays. 
These two songs are considered the flag 
ships of surf music, and are recognized 
by nearly everyone. The ten other tracks 
on the CD are less well known, but just 
as good. 'Let's Go Trippin' by Dick Dale 
& The Del Tones features Dale's nimble 
fret work and a grooving sax over a 
resonant drum beat. 'Move It,' by The 
Chantays is the ultimate beach party 
song, and 'Little Linda' by the 
Rancheros is a fast beat Mexican!fexas 
stomp. The Rumblers and the Ventures 
are also featured on the CD. If you like 
current surf-like bands, such as Shadowy 
Men On A Shadowy Planet, and The 
Mermen, then run out and catch this CD. 
By Boyd Pearson 
Alexander Nevsky 
Prokofiev 
BMG 
Alexander Nevsky, the movie, was 
on the other night. Do yourself a favour. 
Stick with the soundtrack. Especially if 
you like music that boils the blood and 
stirs the soul. Rousing, bombastic and 
passionate, this is the music of glorious 
battles and great heroes. Perfect music 
for role-playing or making love to, 
whichever. 
by Trent 
Macbeth 
acific Theatre 
Until February 24 
by Trent Ernst 
Shakespeare is a proving ground 
for actors. Some dash their heads on the 
rocky language, unable to manage the 
intricacies. Some-'"Soar high, 
buoyed by the currents of passion 
slain at Macbeth's bidding, is well and that none of them is 
truly soaked with blood. Still, these particularly good in 
props are used to place the weight of this Macbeth. Solid 
and purpose that makes 
Shakespeare's work still relevant 
today. I .. just five actors 
1 strutting and fretting 
1 about the stage dressed 
~ in quasi-period pieces 
performances all 
around, but very 
little stood out to 
distinguish this 
version from any 
other. 
I T h e exceptions were 
I am still uncertain how the 
members of Pacific Theatre have 
managed with this new version of 
Macbeth. The play is cut back to 
its bare minimum. No sets, just 
five actors strutting and fretting 
about the stage dressed in quasi-
period pieces (I'd have to check, 
j (I'd have to check, but I 
don't think that Scottish 
l Erla Faye 
.l 
Forsyth, who, as Ear/a Faye Forsyth and J.P. Allen as the family Macbeth . lady Macbeth 
(and the only female member of the 
but I don't think that Scottish kings 
wore Doc Martins back then). The 
only concession to staging is a 
portable throne which appears in 
five or six scenes, and two torch 
kings wore Doc 
Martins) ... I 
cast), stole every scene she was in 
with solid acting and an almost 
_
1 
tangible sexuality, and Tim Dixon, 
whose performances as the Doctor 
'-------------------> and the Porter were light-hearted 
brackets. story firmly on the shoulders of the 
There are some notable actors who bear the swords and wear the 
exceptions, though. The claymores they blood. 
swing about (in a rather poorly And that, unfortunately, is where 
choreographed fight) are real looking this interpretation breaks down. None of 
enough, and the ghost ofBanquo, foully these actors is particularly bad, its just 
1 Henry f{oll_ins 
· mind in Vancouver 
Public Insomniac Tour 
by Sdyd :Peru:-son ,, , " 
, 'flAArr R\,.Uins 4i~li~~ ~Joy alc~l· Alt)pg Wiijjt~~ .• ilt$~ 
!ij$pastYisits toVanco~r~#P~!il ct»dentt$, how~vq.; ~~~~as acted 
last Y~at's gig at the Commodore in .HoUywoQd woVi~XXhe Cb4se, 
wh~n he.played wltlilielmet and J<JhnnyMI'tPtu.>mc~~gHtat}.posedfor 
Sa~g~. fn fact; he .9as. a~ided a.Gapad\'~t~~allege4},y 
Va,ncouversineeUtemid ·~~When datit'lg. ~~on~ ·a.~ wasg't~ he .had 
he called VancottvM!ea: U.S<>m.e of <fumet with )ler -1.1. .fe'W 1$m~ to discuss 
the shittiest people .la\oWJ:l\6• ll'Jari. he.ruew reeotdlabel).l))is <:aused many 
Vancouv« types •e hilat:iol.is. AU flag carrie.~:t. of,. the mythical 
~ed up in their litrJ,ey ptmker undergr9und/aitemativ~,~ene to point 
~~nQ.allthey do is {h;i~$boot their. t'in$e~ at 1.\Pllw· " ... g,out "s'e11 
9,ope~<lpasso~"~e~:~tlY ouW' W ~ " 
~e:m~~;'!i:~'~:rt~~~ tabel. ~~1f:J!tas il6A~i! 
J'heatt'e on Februacy 14. he began way he seammed ·~im.self .. lnto 
hls spoken word ~ottpance by HQUywood. Rolli.ns g<>eSlo·atl}taudition 
saying, ''Vancoqver.has all (l}es¢up he can, and · ·•~ts likelm l¢tor, Which 
fr()l1t poor people on th~ streets t\llyoneean do."lie ad.lnits $l)a.Pheparls 
saying, • 'GiVe me some mofie}VAU ' he has played have teqltii~ little tiijent. 
ofthesesadpeople make itfeeljlo~St ''To get the part in JtJimny Mn(#ft~Jiic, 
Uke home." This was the beginning all r had to do was.$la®,.oJt,ntetal plate 
of a very entertainin,g thr«: and a and talk to. )<.eanO::J{~eves without 
half hours. · ..· . brealdn$ up in ta~shter.j,ae als~went 
Rollins is a punk rocJ<ep,igma, on t9 descrlbehis~Jit)i(t4't;W.wbich 
In addition to the Rollins B(Uld. his be gets beat up by Al Ps.ChJnt). whom 
six. years with Black Flag, an,d Rollins has adtn~ed smce.he Was a kid. 
spoken word performances, he Not only are movie parts fun. fur him to 
started a publishing company in play, hu1 they also help to pay for 
1988 called 2.l3.61, which has pubfishingbills. Tbefacfls~-eachbook 
published his own titles as well as that 2,13.61 publishes loses money; 
books by Nick Cave and ~ene RoUinsfeelathatthesebooksneedto-be 
Cervenka. Ttu:oughallofthisbebas published and forks 
spo~en out againsl~drugs oufbis own 
and delightfully off-kilter, bringing 
a few moments oflevity to an otherwise 
dour play. 
J.P. Allen is a fine actor, but he just 
didn't cut it as Macbeth. He has a great 
voice for the part, slightly gravelly as 
befits a king, and his short cropped hair 
almost intim~>¢'l!o~(tle!:tlon tt611ins1n···, .... ,,,..';;·ll 
about his ~'tmt•·~nP ..... -.0"'"~;" 
absurditY 
America, and tn.e noronous 
trial. Eyen whi~desclctbil~g 
with .. a dying 
he maria~ti>' . . ' humour and 
a positiv~ siant~~lje g~Yr qis thoughts 
on the deaths of:Sliannonlioon, Kurt 
Cohain and RiVer 'i>{loenix-without 
being 1.1, fire and brifuston.e preacher. 
A large Pat1 of his performance 
(;()psisted of RolliJls i:alki.ng about all 
of the interesting~ple he has met 
At(U'St it seerped that he was simply 
dtOPPUl8 fanlous names in order to 
but he wasn't 
wanted 
~t><:Oettces with 
o. •n'""l'in<> Johnny 
"''"'"'V'"N''!N'l!> .... ¢fte: SiJ~.ons doing 
bia leg a.t ti to 
entertain a for and half 
llo\uS,andbtol!ghtthecrowd into the 
life he leads, a life which is filled with 
P~<ll~•J''I.IA!IJ~, l1IJIS'I<P ofcyni~ism. and 
and goatee reminded me (for no real 
reason) of Henry Rollins. But the 
passion that drives Macbeth just wasn't 
evident. 
What sets this production apart, 
and what makes it well worth seeing, is 
the way they use the dynamics of the 
theatre to great effect for the witches. 
With the lights barely above blackness, 
and their voices scarcely above a 
whisper, the witches were an unknown, 
invisible evil that made the hair on the 
back of my neck rise. Truly terrifying. 
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Daniel Williams photo 
This is what theatre is about! 
And Pacific Theatre's Macbeth is 
worth seeing, iffor no other reason than 
that. Fortunately, there are other reasons. 
Though little of the acting is knock-dead 
terrific, each player tries to connect with 
the essence of the character. Each actor 
at least tries to understand what makes 
their character tick . Sure, they 
accomplish it with varying degrees of 
success, but that is a far cry more than 
most people are able to do with 
Shakespeare these days. 
..., 
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Nigel Williams 
From Wimbledon to Waco 
By the: Msr~lJing <lllthorof . 
The Wimbl~dmt Pcnmt~r .@ 
The Macken 
Charm 
Jack Hodgins 
·w McClelland & 
From Wimbleton 
to Waco 
Nigel Williams 
Faber & Faber 
Caveat emptor: though this book 
begins in Wimbleton, it never arrives in 
Waco. You are so warned. 
However, Waco symbolizes 
America and the madness therein, as 
viewed through the eyes of a British 
comedian. This book is born out of a 
family vacation not unlike the millions 
of family vacations that have transpired 
since the dawn of the age of man. What 
sets this one apart is that it is a British 
family making their maiden trip to 
America. What is even more delightful 
is reading the book as a Canadian, being 
able to laugh at the foibles of both 
cultures. 
Williams is a typical British 
Comedian, bitter, cynical, sarcastic and 
terribly self-conscious. Much of the 
book is based around the usual British 
doubt; "What if I am just a pompous 
ass?", "Is the world completely screwy, 
or is it just me?", or even "Are we lost?" 
Angst provides one third of the humour. 
The other two thirds are equal parts 
commentary on his dysfunctional family 
and observations on British/American 
~ulture-clash . 
Williams is no John Cleese or 
Rowan Atkinson. Though he plies the 
typical British fare of cynical humour, 
he doesn't do it half as good as the 
aforementioned masters. And definitely 
do not try reading this book without 
affecting a mental British accent. It reads 
much nicer if you imagine the book 
narrated by your favorite Brit. Don't 
worry. He provides reading cues for how 
other people sound. 'Amuricans' don't 
say 'whatever,' they say 'whaddever.' 
The ex-British national who has spent 
ten years in Hollywood greets Williams 
with "It's fanterstic ta say you! Sich a 
graet thung. It's been yars!" 
For a book ostensibly about a 
family vacation, his family is eerily non-
existent. Oh, we see them do things and 
we hear them talk, but we don't get a 
sense of them as real people. For that 
matter, the only person we get a sense 
of as really existing is Williams himself. 
Everyone else is just fuel for his angst-
ridden musings. 
After whirlwinding through 
America, the family heads for home. The 
last chapter ends with Williams and Co. 
on the plane for jolly old England. His 
wife asks him if he is going to write a 
book about the experience. "It'll be the 
usual thing. Few jokes and a bit of 
scenery," she observes. "The thing is, 
people read this stuff and think this is 
what we're really like. Unbelievable 
though it may seem. And they have no 
idea. Not really." 
And that's the book in a nutshell. 
A few jokes, a bit of scenery, and no real 
sense for anyone we've met on the 
journey, even our travel companions. An 
easy book; perhaps too easy, like 
MacDonalds food or a bar of Ex-Lax. 
Enjoyable perhaps, but don't expect 
anything to stick with you for very long. 
by Trent 
Stewart Inc. 
There is a multi-generation clan 
of rowdy islanders and their latest 
protege who wants so desperately to 
leave their backwoods ways and seek 
his fortune at UBC. But frrst he has to 
survive the summer. 
To make things difficult, his Aunt 
Glory, who distracted him from the 
plainness around him, is dead. How did 
she die? Why? What happened? Read 
the book, I'm not gonna tell you. 
Besides it's not the destination 
that fascinates, it's the build up. 
This story is about the Macken 
Family. It takes place on a circa-1956 
Vancouver Island. They aren't entirely 
disfunctional, but they have their own 
quirks. Quite a few quirks. 
Slow development carefully gives 
substance to e11-ch character. There is a 
beauty to everyone, delicately 
portrayed. 
There is one substantial conflict 
In My (His?) 
Own Words 
Denny Boyd 
Douglas & 
Mcintyre 
For regular readers of the 
Vancouver Sun, Denny Boyd's name is 
a familiar constant. Last year, Denny 
"retired" from his daily column after 
many years to pursue the greener fields 
of writing twice-weekly columns for the 
Sun. 
In his newly discovered spare 
time, Denny wrote an autobiography 
(what is it with journalists and 
autobiographies?) entitled, rather 
banally, In My Own Words. The book is 
short and pithy, much like a column, 
surprise, surprise. 
Boyd dwells on the three things 
that have defined his life, his family, his 
writing, and his alcoholism. Boy, does 
he dwell on his alcoholism. From his 
early days working at the Victoria 
Colonist, taking nips from a bottle 
hidden in a toilet tank, to his drunk-
driving charges that forced him once and 
for all off the sauce, this book starts with 
him drinking and ends with his 
nightmares about becoming an alcoholic 
again. 
If there is one complaint I have it 
is that Boyd is too much a column writer. 
He has been too long writing twenty-
seven-and-a-half column-inch columns, 
and every thousand words or so he feels 
the need to write something different. 
His writing is solid, dependable and 
enjoyable, but don't expect a coherent 
narrative. Each chapter, each section has 
a slightly different feel to it. 
Perhaps that is the only way to 
between Rusty 
(our protagonist) 
and his Uncle 
Toby, Glory's 
spouse. Hodgins 
is a creative 
writing teacher 
and obviously 
well acquainted 
with the 
mechanics of 
writing, but 
perhaps he has 
graded one short 
story too many 
(who has time to write a novel during 
class?) For a short story or novella, a 
single conflict makes sense. To an extent 
it works here, but just because the 
characters are so well developed. 
All in all, an excellent book by a 
good author. He's a Canadian, and 
certainly has his fmger in the pie ofWest 
understand a writer like Boyd is in 750 
word sound bites. Each column, each 
chapter of the book offers us a different 
view on a single individual, and by the 
end of the book we have gained a three-
dimensional image of who Boyd is. 
But I don't think so. Boyd himself 
puts a finger on the book's problem in 
the last chapter. "I figure I have written 
somewhere between ten and twelve 
million words," writes Boyd, "most of 
which appeared in print and had a useful 
life for, oh, twenty-four hours tops. You 
learn to live with the short shelf life." 
• lr tl 9 v t' 
Coast culture. 
I love these characters, but I 
them to do more. Hopefully, HoKigins) 
intention was to leave room for a 
cuz I'd love to see more about them. 
by Joyce .l(.OIJID~lOn! 
This book is not a classic. It is 
short (under 200 pages,) functional and 
non-descript. Kind of like Denny's 
writing. Meat and potatoes, with a shot 
of vodka and the occasional sweet bun. 
The book features some solid writing, 
and is immensely readable, but it ain't 
gonna change anyone's life. This book 
has already exhibited a longer shelf life 
than most ofhis articles, but don't expect 
people to be studying it in a hundred 
years. 
by Trent 
he Baby of Macon 
truggling for meaning 
an unseen 
~~ut:Ill~t:, participating in 
a play unfold on 
the 17th century 
l at:ne<lrlll of Macon . .,.. .. 
The play deals with 
birth of a child, born of 
ugly woman. This child 
soon given a wet nurse 
claimed by his si6ter, 
sets him up as a sacred 
who will bless the 
arrrenJeSS. From there one 
of exploitation leads 
another and the descent 
decadence begins. 
A strange aspect of 
play is how it change·s 
a play within the cathedral into a 
of sorts. A scene which stands out 
regard is the birth scene in the 
..-~;uuuu1~. One of the women assisting 
the birth comes from off-stage 
a doll, which represents the 
She slips under the skirts of the 
woman in childbirth and emerges 
a real child, smeared in blood! And 
it goes, the stage play drifting in and 
of a surrealistic reality. 
Although the film is long, 
· interesting, but wholly 
ious, it can provide some 
.,t••rP~1Nno food for thought. Most of the 
allegorical or symbolic, 
s literal. It becomes an 
practice to sort through all of 
and come up with some meaning 
may have nothing to do with the 
intended message, if any). 
I 
• 
One idea to ponder is when the 
sister (Julia Ormond) makes a living on 
the child's blessed nature and is 
confronted by the church. The church, 
represented by a bishop and his son 
(Ralph Fiennes), makes argument 
against the child's ability to bless and 
heal. They use science to refute the 
child's powers and his virgin birth and 
explain away the blessings he has 
bestowed as coincidences. By the end 
of the movie they sing a different story. 
After condemning the sister and gaining 
the support of the public they control the 
child and gamer the monetary benefits 
from him. They go so far as to sell his 
blood and urine as elixirs ofblessing and 
thereby tum a profit beyond whatever 
the sister had gained. 
But I say again, the movie is 
pretentious. It tries very hard to make 
Stowaway! is an educational CD- clods and oafs? 
built around the rather thin The search for the stowaway will 
of searching through a finely appeal to those with a 'Where's Waldo?' 
series of cross-sections of an mentality, and if you like Chevy Chase 
8th-century warship searching to fmd movies, you'll apreciate the humour. 
stowaway, who is seen 1 0 times across Historians and the curious will love the 
length and bredth of the ship. details, and everybody will love the 
The 'game' is but a thinly graphics. 
lretleerecl attempt to get users to search Also included is a brief"meet the 
the entire ship, which most crew" section. You get to read the crew's 
will do anyway, if only for the personal diary. (My favorite is the 
nderfully rendered images and surgeon's diary, if only for the cool 
animation sequences. pictures of people getting legs cut off.) 
Each slice of the crossection As far as educational CD-Roms 
information about what is seen go, this one is pretty good. It doesn't take 
~.~u··~"' .......... key word definitions (in case itself or its subject too seriously, and that, 
don't know how to fumagate a hold, if nothing else, will keep your attention. 
most people don't), the occasional I still haven't found the stowaway, 
on and three or fou r brief though. 
r-'li~Uc>.lvU SequenCeS. 
The animated sequences usually 
towards scurrying rats or slapstick 
Occasionally scatalogical, and 
times roaringly funny, there is perhaps 
ne or two too many sequences of 
omeone almost losing their balance. 
ute once, but a bit irritating after the 
tfteenth time. Are we to understand that 
ese ships were populated entirely by 
' .. .. ~~f'{l~ .. t.!f!~i~~~~-" . . .. ............... . 
T~~~~~:;:;~~~~~~.t~: 
1bo "'a'\e dO't m.;x.,w.J, ;.a tto-.c .vu c;e ~:~1 
itself something beyond just a display 
ofblood, excess and decadence. Fiennes 
and Ormond get together in a scene of. 
seduction and I was surprised to see them 
both I 00% nude. (Before they are able 
to consumate, Fiennes is gored to death 
by a bull bent on protecting the sister's 
virginity at the bequest of the divine 
child. A veritable orgy of blood, so to 
speak.) 
The film also has one of the 
longest rape scenes ever. Raped by 13 
plus 13 and 13 plus 13 times 13 
guardsmen, do the math. Luckily we 
don't have to sit through all of them. It 
was a disturbing scene-1 wonder what 
you would make of it? 
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Bottle Rocket 
by Sylvain Sturgeon 
If you're anything 
like me, you've got friends 
you only want to see once 
in a while. For that one 
Friday night, or even for 
coffee on a sunday 
afternoon, they're fine and 
dandy to hang with, but by 
the end of the party or the 
last sip o' joe, you're ready 
to plant a stiletto in their 
throat. 
You leave the 
encounter swearing you'll 
never call them again, only 
to find yourself slipping off 
to dreamland, wondering 
what they're up to next 
Thursday. This is essentially 
the experience that is Bottle Rocket. 
PI'oduced on 'a shoestring by a few 
second-year drama students, Rocket is 
the "lndie movie of the week." It seems 
the big studios pick a small budget film 
to promote, in order to grab the Snub 
Dollar, spent by highbrow folk sick of 
bigtime Hollywood 
schlock. Luckily, it's 
worth the couple 
not. 
Tunes? Excellent soundtrack, an 
alternative to alternative. 
Stars? While the main characters 
are unknowns, they managed to score 
James Caan to play a professional 
scumbag that's the boys' mentor. 
Personality? 
You've got every 
stereotype that we've 
dollars. 
You want plot? ... the "Indie 
all got in our lives. A 
kinda crazy, yet kind 'n 
gentle guy, a forward, 
kinda crazy dumb guy 
with waaaay too many 
Three guys in their late 
teens/early twenties 
decide they need a life 
of crime to go with their 
movie of the 
k" wee ... 
very upper middle class 
lifestyle, and prove to 
be, well, bad. 
Screenplay? It's well written, but 
not overly so. It feels like some college 
kids with vision and talent have put 
together their first film, with as much or 
more energy and enthusiasm than 
execution. But it works more times than 
ideas and theories, and 
a pussy rich kid that's 
essentially nice but gets 
beat up all the time. 
In other words, it's cool for a 
couple hours, but by the end you just 
may want to garotte the damn thing. Oh 
well, the drive home'll cool you off, and 
you'll tell your friends to see it too. 
..&.. Sold before the mast ~-············ · ····· ··· · · ···· ···· ··· ····· ·- ~~---· ····· · ·· ···· · · ··· · · ··:······ ·· ····:·:···········:······· 
Attention D~uglas Students!!! 
Recieve 10% ·off our already unbeatable value on all food items 
·Discount available everyday on all lunch and dinner entrees 
524-9788 
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VISIT OUR SALE.S CENTRE & DISPLAY SUITBS ToDAY. 
Open Daily Noon- 5PM ~x<tpt Fridays) 
720 CARNAltVON STRilBl' • NEW WliS'fMINSTER 
CAuJtMFORD 
540-6)50 
Single Lesbian Female seeking new womyn for casual 
and serious dating fun. I'm a playful romantic who's into 
close, intimate, noll-sexual touching and I'm the new breed 
of lesbian who loves to be both butch and femme. Looking 
for same plus someone who is free to be humorous, 
outrageous, wild and woolly, physical, wants to be frt with 
"me," philosophical and optimistic. If you like what you 
read, find it interesting and want to be with me, then reply 
to Box#88. 
Wanted 
Want to make some extra money? The Other Press wants 
you as an Advertising Coordinator, 25% Commission on 
each sale. Apply, in person at The Other Press offiCe in 
Room 1020. 
Room-mate needed for MAR 1. 3 BDRM house, 3 floors, 
cheap rent, big yard. Real close to 22nd ST Sky Train (get 
our of bed 1/2 hour before class!). You would be; the third, 
quiet, a student, relaxed, had prior roomates, like pets 
cause we have some, and female. Eric or Rachel 524-
1454 
Business 
Amway Business Kits Hl04-898-2330 
Ever wanted to model for fun? Ever wish you had a decent 
photograph of yourseH? Well, now you're in luck. Eric, 
the Photo Co. for The Other Press wants you. No Fees! 
Just your time, M/F., Long, short, skinny or fat, clothed, 
nude or otherwise. Drop a note in my mail box at the 
Other Press Room or phone 524-1454. You'll be glad you 
did it next millenium. 
Interested in getting affordable Internet access? There 
will be an Internet Committee meeting. Please contact 
Tammy Shapcott at 527-5114. 
FOr Sale 
For Sale: Red Velvet Bar Sectional Sofa, only $200. 
Call Jack at 526-8652 
PARC LIBRARY 
\ community-bas~d. publicly accc;~ssi/JILI 
library specializing in HIVIAIDS. 
1107 Seymour St. 
Vancouver, BC V6B 558 
Tel. 681-2122 
ext. 294 or ext. 248 
February 20, 1996 
Jock talker 
Tommy Morrison-redefining 'role model' 
by Lance Bradley 
Tommy Morrison, professional 
heavyweight boxer, tested positive for 
HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. He 
openly admitted that he led a lifestyle that 
increased his chances, and he told ofhow 
he was ignorant to. the ways in which this 
. deadly virus was transmitted. Tommy 
Morrison also admitted that he failed in 
his chance to be iC role model. Well 
Tommy, you've got a second chance at 
that one. 
Morrison may not realize it now, 
but this is the time when he could really 
step it up and become a role model, as 
well as an educator, to the younger 
generation-and maybe even the rest of 
the world. Magic Johnson did it. As the 
first public figure, and role model, to get 
HIV, Magic took the responsibility of the 
role model and educator and ran with it, 
much like he ran the floor for the Los 
Angeles Lakers. I hope Morrison saw 
that. 
It seems that in this day and age 
of mass communication, and 
information saturation, that everybody 
should know about AIDS, and the virus 
that causes it. But Tommy Morrison is a 
perfect example that not everybody 
knows. Tommy should realize this, and 
do his best in what little time he has left 
to educate the rest of the world. 
"I hope I can serve as a warning 
that living this lifestyle can only lead to 
misery," explained the 27-year old 
boxer. I'm guessing by this statement 
that the guy has some sort of clue that 
he screwed up, I'm also guessing (or at 
least hoping) that he does something to 
educate the rest of the world. I'm not 
saying he should speak at every church 
across North America, just maybe lend 
his name to the cause. 
Maybe now some people who 
didn't really understand the disease, and 
thought it was for "homos" might really 
step back and say "I need to know about 
this!" So, in reality, Morrison's 
disclosure that he has HIV may have 
already helped. But, in all fairness, 
Morrison could do a lot more, a heckuva 
a lot more. 
Women fall short in five 
by Miguel Strother 
The women's volleyball team took 
to the court on Monday night to do battle 
with the Trinity Western University 
Spartans. As I arrived the women 
appeared to have a commanding 12-3 
lead in the first set, but this lead 
Once again, the women surprised 
me by winning the second set in 
commanding fashion. 
eventually fell, 
and the final 
score for the set 
was 17-16. 
D i v i n e 
intervention 
perhaps . 
Unforced errors 
and an air of 
lackadaisicalness 
is a more likely 
answer. The 
women couldn't 
pull together 
and execute as a 
team when it 
really counted, 
despite solid 
defensive 
efforts by Lynda 
Quan. 
Go i. n g 
into the second 
set I was certain 
that the women 
would come out 
flat and 
dejected, 
because losing 
in the fashion 
that they lost the 
first set is often 
enough to rattle 
the best of 
teams. 
Vesna Rukavina and Stacy Dupuis 
proved to be a lethal offensive tandem 
with the rest of the team settling down 
to provided solid defense behind them. 
The excitement began to rise in the 
third and fourth sets as both teams picked 
up the level of emotional intensity. 
Dupuis charged her team by 
administering a nose-mangling six-pack 
to one of the Trinity women. Although 
the Douglas team lost the third set due 
mainly to the strong blocking of the 
Trinity team, they came back to win the 
fourth set and force a fifth and deciding 
set. 
With a bench only eight players 
deep, fatigue began to set in on the 
Douglas players. But raging fan support 
lead by OP poster child Samuel 
Lapalme-Remis lifted the girls to the 
challenge. However the long drawn-out 
rallies proved to work in the favour of 
the Trinity team and saw them taking 
an 8-4 lead into the change over. But as 
they did all game, Douglas found a way 
to claw their way even with the 
Spartans. Despite the momentum shift, 
the strong serving by Quan and the 
powerful hitting of the Rukavina, 
Dupuis tandem, the lack of intensity 
and focus in the first set hurt the 
Douglas women as they fell to the 
second-ranked Spartans 16-14 in a nail 
biting match that went right down to 
the wire. 
c:?ke Ve9e~~ e~ 
Pure Vegel'c:~rlan Cuisine Since 1991 
#46 Begble St. New \Nes'tmlns'ter, Tel: 540- 2481 
Res-tauran-t -Take Ou't - Cooking Classes - Even-t C:a'terlng 
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIAL 
6 ITEMS C>NLY $3.99 
Rice, legu~Ttes and vegetables, chut:ney, chapati & dessert 
SANDWICHES 
Deluxe Veggie Burger 
Lettuce .. tornat:o .. sprot . .n·.s, sour cream, 
toma:to sauc.e on chapat:i 4 .00 
With Chees"' .5 .00 
To£u Supre.rne 
Marinated toft.• vvit.h g•·illed tomat:.oes, 
Jettuce , sprc.>ut-"'i,. .sour" cn~am on a chapati 
4 .00 
Avoc:acle> Delight 
Avoc:.ado spread and .sour c::.u:~an"' on a 
chapad. grUte<.i 1.-c.>n'la.t.oes w1t:h f"r"'telt.ed 
cheese let.tA .. ce and sprouts 4 .00 
C:hapatl Sancl.vic:h 
Lettuc e. cheese,. t.orna1::10es a.nd ,.pn.·,u'l'S 
2 .00 
SA~C>SA.S 
Each wit.t't c hut.ney 1 ~50 
2 San'tosas wlt:h salad 5 .00 
2 Sa•-nosas wlt.h soup 4 .. 00 
SIDE C>RDERS 
Fries 1 ~ .50 Salad 2. 50 
Soup w i th chapat.i 2 .50 
DESSERTS 
Cheese Cake 3 .00 
Ice Cream 1 .00 
t-tatava and yogurt 1 .00 
Burfi . 7 5 
DRINKS 
Cha.i 1 .00 
Koala Sp•·ings 2 .00 
Sodas ·1 .00 Herbal Tea 1 .00 
HOURS & DIRECTIONS 
Sa1.·u.-day & Monday -Thursday 11 ~ 30-4: 00 PN\, Friday unt.il 6 :00 Pl'v1 
·• - "'I /2 blocks N of' Columbia on Begbie St ... - C>ne block E o'f 8th S1:ree1: 
C>ne blcx::.k East. of New West. S Train 
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Showtime! It's the 
Provincial Volleyball 
Champi_onships 
by Chad Copeland 
The provincial volleyball championships (February 23/24) promise to be 
competitive and entertaining. Those who attend these action packed tournaments 
will be treated to college volleyball at its best. 
The men are hosting the two day tournament at Douglas. They are I 0 - 0 this 
season and ranked # 5 in the nation. The home court fans have high expectations 
of a gold medal performance from the undefeated men . 
Competition is fierce from Camosun, Trinity, and Okanagan. Camoson 
defeated Douglas in an exhibition match in December and the #I 0 te{Ull in the 
nation is anxious to repeat this performance when it counts. Division rivals Trinity 
and Okanagan are hungry for redemption after losing to Douglas in league play. 
Coach Brian Newman has his squad pumped up and ready to take their 
aggressive style all the way to the nationals. Strong defense, exceptional blocking, 
and a balanced attack on offense are keys to insure Douglas's success. The fans 
will be treated to a fast paced, exciting championship that will provide memorable 
action. 
The women will be playing at Trinity Western University and seem to be 
peaking at the right time to make a serious bid for the championship. Coach Dave 
Dalcanaly is cautiously optimistic yet hopeful for a medal performance. A narrow 
defeat in the team's final game showed the ability to compete with the best and 
possibly pull off some upsets in the year end tournament. 
Even God couldn ~help them-Brei/ McMullin takes Kevin Sallows photo 
out the competition 
• t ,: 
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Men's spikers gearing up for 
Provincial Championships 
by Miguel Strother 
On Monday, February 12 the 
Douglas College Men's Volleyball suited 
up for a showdown with long-time rivals 
Trinity Western University. The men lay 
claim to an unblemished I 0-0 record in 
league play and look poised and ready to 
win the provincial championships slated 
for later this month. 
It was apparent, even in the high 
intensity warm up before the game, that 
Douglas clearly had a superior roster. 
This proved true throughout the 
early stages of the match as Douglas 
cruised to an easy 15-8 victory in the first 
and second sets. 
The feeling among the fans was 
that there was absolutely no way the 
Trinity team was capable of touching the 
power house Royals . Trying to be 
somewhat objective, I began looking for 
some form of weakness in the team. They 
are both defensively and offensively 
talented. There are no real star players. 
They're a six man unit which appears to 
be selfless in moving the ball around, 
sharing the offensive glory. Each play was 
run in a deliberate, well-practiced manner. 
I, quite honestly, was stumped. 
After the second set I decided to 
simply lay back and enjoy watching this 
well-oiled machine kick some ·Christian 
butt. When the Spartans took a slim 5-1 
lead early on in the third set, I thought 
nothing of it. Nor did the Royals. The 
Spartans, however, became damn excited. 
They rode this emotional high throughout 
the third set and eventually went on to 
take the set 15-9. I couldn'tbelieve it, nor 
could anyone else in the stands. The 
Royals, however, were unfazed. They 
came back to win the fourth set in the 
first two,crushing any David and Goliath visions the Spartans may 
have had. 
same convincing manner as they won the The art of the jump serw;-Ken Kleindiest Kevin Sallows photo 
Kevin Sallows photo 
Age: 19 
Height: 6'4 
Weight: 160 lbs. 
Sport: Volleyball 
Major:Sciences/Chemistry 
High Schooi:Centennial/ 
Coquitlam 
Sports Goals: go to 
nationals/play for UBC 
Career Goals: teaching 
Strengths: passing/court 
smarts 
Weaknesses: defense/ 
blocking 
Likes: all sports/movies/ 
genuine people/Bob Dylan 
Dislikes:tomatoes/really big 
pants/phoney people 
Motivations:love for the 
game/chance to go to 
university 
February 20, 1996 
Four Lady Royals 
graduate 
Team finishes '96 undefeated 
The Goils 
Top left to right: Lori Phillip, Janice MacKintosh 
Middle left to right: Sheri Zimmerman, Malee Siemens, Leanne Trotter, Sarah Wright 
Bottom left to right: Tricia Grant, Andrea Dufoa, Kerry Williams, Joanne Blesch, Jasmine Foreman 
MIA: Jocelyn Stendal and Carrie Gentleman 
by Lance Bradley 
The Douglas College Women's 
Basketball team has fmished the regular 
season in fine form. On Friday, February 
16, the Royals took on Malaspina and a 
tenacious Douglas defence allowed the 
ladies to tum a half-time score of 25-25 
into a convincing 65-44 victory. Janice 
MacKintosh Jed all Douglas scorers with 
24, draining a perfect 4 for 4 from behind 
the three-p.:>int line. 
Saturday night the ladies travelled to 
Langara to finish the regular season and in 
the process said an emotional goodbye to 
four graduating players. Sheri Zimmerman, 
forward, Lori Phillip, guard, Joanne 
Blesch, guard, and Marlee Siemens, post, 
all played their final regular season game 
for the Royals. 
Zimmerman, who transfers over to 
Simon Fraser next semester, finished her 
basketball career with a double-double, 
scoring eleven points and hauling down ten 
rebounds, typifying her season and career, 
"Sheri was a leader on and off the court," 
explains head coach Alison Gill. Lori 
Phillip, who will suit up next season for 
the UBC Thunderbirds, scored ten points and 
had three steals. "Lori's been our floor 
sergeant the past two years," said Gill. 
Joanne Blesch, who would like to play 
south of the border next season but plans to 
take a year off, chipped in five, and Gill had 
nothing but praise for the Physical Education 
major. "Joanne's been a real scoring threat 
from outside." Marlee Siemens, who 
finished the Stagecraft program, would like 
to take a year off to travel through Europe. 
She scored nine points and equaled her 
season average of five rebounds. "A real 
power player inside" was how Gill described 
the 6' 1" Centennial High School graduate. 
All four graduating seniors were given 
flowers and gifts for their efforts over the 
past few seasons. With all this output the 
Royals marched on to a 60-40 win over the 
Langara Falcons. The ladies built an early 
12-point lead in the first half and never really 
looked back as they shot 40% from the field, 
and sank 75% from the charity stripe. 
Undefeated in 1996, the Royals ended 
up in second place in the BCCAA, and 
ranked eighth nationally. The ladies must 
now wait for the Provincial Championship 
Tournament, to be held at Fraser Valley 
College, February 29-March 2. 
THE 
········. SMOOTH 
KERS 
LF 
TOURNAMENT 
Tsawassen Golf and Country Club 
1595 5lnd Street, Delta BC 
Tee Off Time: approximately 1:00PM 
Dinner and Draws to follow 
-Green Fees 
Entry Fee Includes: - Buffet Dinner 
- and lots of prizes! 
Students (s, IndiVidual, & Corporate Rates 
($54, $75 and $350 respectively) 
Teams of Four/Texas Scramble Style 
For More Information or Tickets Call 
Kris Yardley @ 943-9607 
or John Visser@ 942-3714 · 
P.S. spots must be reserved by Sat, February 24th! 
students of Physical Education 292 @ Dooglas College, In part by the 
Coaching Association and the Dollglas COllege Golf Club 
